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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0912/2009 by Geert van Oijen  (Dutch), on the free movement of 
goods and services

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner is carrying out research and therefore needs books. If he orders books from 
Britain he can only obtain them by paying with a credit card. British booksellers do not accept 
normal bank transfers, though Belgian and German firms do. However, as a recipient of the 
Dutch old-age pension (AOW), the petitioner is not eligible for a credit card. He feels the fact 
that he can only purchase using a credit card is discriminatory and conflicts with the freedom 
of expression, the Charter of Fundamental Rights and the principle of the free movement of 
goods and services in Europe. He asks the European Parliament to ensure that he can purchase 
books in any EU state by making a transfer from his bank account (if necessary in advance).

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 22 October 2009. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 19 February 2010.

At a general level, the non-acceptance by retailers of certain means of payments can be 
justified by purely commercial reasons. Merchants are not required by law to accept a given 
payment service (such as a credit transfer or a direct debit); as only cash is a legal tender. 
Furthermore, it falls to each merchant to decide which cashless means of payment he accepts. 
Such a decision is influenced by the costs and security aspect linked to the acceptance of 
payment instruments, which can vary considerably according to the type of payment 
instrument (e.g. debit or credit card) and the type of transaction (on-line or face-to-face, 
national or cross-border, etc). 
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In the specific context described by the petitioner, the on-line service providers mentioned by 
him accept several payment options (in one case, credit cards, debit cards and electronic 
gift-vouchers; in another case, credit cards, e-money and other payment methods accepted by 
each individual bookseller listed on the site). Most of these payment instruments are currently 
only available to UK residents; however, some international alternative payment instruments, 
also available to the petitioner, do exist (e.g. PayPal, which may be accepted by individual 
booksellers listed on one of the sites mentioned by the petitioner, and which is free of charge 
to the customer).

The acceptance of foreign payment instruments (in euro) in Member States should increase 
when the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) becomes fully operational. The SEPA project, 
which encompasses all EU Member States plus Switzerland, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway
and Monaco, will make it technically possible to pay with a general purpose payment card in 
any physical Point of Sale (POS) in a SEPA country. With regard to electronic payments, 
some private parties are drawing up possible business cases to extend their national internet 
payment schemes abroad. However, even with the advent of SEPA, there will be no 
obligation for merchants to accept a given card or payment instrument.  This will remain a 
free commercial decision for each merchant

The non-acceptance of some payment options by on-line providers could be explained mainly 
by commercial factors linked to the nature of e-commerce and the payment option in question. 
Such non-acceptance could indeed be inconvenient for citizens of other Member States, but 
does not breach the rules of the internal market.


